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Abstract 
 

A two-dimensional FE model of the equilibrium stage of linear friction welding, using ANSYS Mechanical, was 
developed. The qualitative influence of the clamp location on temperature and stress fields was investigated. It was 
shown that the fixing location has a significant effect on heat generation and, as a consequence, temperature distribution.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In its ever lasting pursuit of advancement aviation industry 
explores new technologies to manufacture a new generation 
of gas turbine engines (GTE) , to satisfy the demands of 
increasing thrust per pound of weight . One of such 
technologies is linear friction welding (LFW) to 
manufacture GTE blisks instead of milling them from solid 
blanks. Moreover, LFW allows to replace individually 
damaged blades instead of replacing the whole blisk. 

During LFW a joint between parts is formed by applying 
a compressive force to them while welded parts are moving 
in a reciprocating mode relative to each other. 

There are many papers on LFW of titanium alloys, such 
as Ti-6Al-4V [1, 2, 3, 4]. But more recently there is strong 
interest in LFW to use with other materials, like aluminum 
alloys and composite materials [5, 6, 7]. There are 
significant differences expected in the characteristics of the 
process between titanium and aluminum alloys. So it is 
important to study these materials with computer modeling. 

As published literature shows , there should be uniform 
distribution of temperature along the weld line for a sound 
joint to be produced. In order to obtain the uniform 
distribution of temperature along the weld line there are a 
number of factors to consider which affect welding, such as 
the amplitude and frequency of oscillation, applied pressure 
etc. The location of the clamp, and in particular the fixing 
height has a considerable effect on the temperature and 
stress fields. 
In this work the effect of fixing height was studied using a 
simplified computer model of LFW. Results of simulation 
for titanium and aluminum alloys were compared.. 
 

 
2. Finite Element model of LFW Process 

 
A two-dimensional model was developed which had two 
rectangular samples with a size of 26 mm x 35 mm. The 
upper sample was constrained horizontally, while the lower 
one oscillated in sin-like manner with an amplitude of 2 mm 
and frequency of 50 Hz. Samples are also compressed under 
a pressure of 100 MPa which is applied on the top edge of 
the upper sample. The bottom edge of the lower sample is 
fixed in the Y-axis direction.  

The duration of the modeled process was taken to be 0.1 
seconds which is adequate for a relatively quick estimation 
of stress and temperature fields. The aluminum alloy A2024 
and titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V were used in the model. Due 
to the short run, the material model is considered to be 
elastic and non-dependent on temperature. (Table 1). The 
coefficient of friction was taken as constant, same for both 
materials to eliminate its effect on the results. 
 The initial temperature of samples is uniform and equal 
293 K (room temperature). The process is considered 
adiabatic due to the short run. 
 
Table 1.Material properties using in simplified model of LFW 
 Aluminum 

alloy A2024 
Titanium alloy  

Ti-6Al-4V 
Young modulus, GPa 68.9 115 
Poisson ratio 0.33 0.31 
Density, kg/m3 2700 4450 
Heat capacity, J/(kg К) 900 580 
Thermal conductivity, W/(m К) 180.2 8.37 
Thermal expansion coefficient 
(ref. temp. 293 К), 10-6К-1 22 8.4 

Friction coefficient 0.3 0.3 
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Fig.1. Temperature field in the contact zone after 0.1 s for Al (upper) 
and Ti (lower) alloys 
 
 
 Temperature and stress fields were obtained as a result of 
computer simulation with ANSYS Mechanical software. 
The temperature distribution along the contact line is similar 
for both materials as Figure 1 shows although at different 
values. The maximum value is near the center. But for 
aluminum alloy width of heated zone is bigger than in 
titanium alloy due to higher thermal conductivity.  
 Figure 2 shows the distribution of von Mises stresses 
near the contact area. The upper sample is moving from left 
to the right at that instance that the picture is depicting. 
There is a qualitative agreement of the plots for both 
materials. In the case of the aluminum alloy the maximal 
value of stress is lesser than that of titanium, whereas 
stresses at 3-5 mm above and below the contact line are 
higher. So stress gradients in titanium are larger and yielding 
begins at the contact zone. For aluminum high stresses also 
developed near the clamp which may cause plastic 
deformation at the specimen fixing points during the whole 
process. 
 Therefore when modeling LFW of an aluminum alloy it 
is necessary to consider not only the area at and near the 
welding line, but the whole sample. It would be also 
preferable to obtain a more uniform distribution of 
temperature along the contact line before warming a 
significant part of the specimen. 
 

 
 

 
Fig.2. Von Mises stress field in the contact zone after 0.1 s for Al 
(upper) and Ti (lower) alloys. 
 
 
3. Qualitative analysis of the fixing height on 
temperature and stress fields 
 
The fixing height H is introduced in the sample without 
fixing (Figure 3). Estimations using the FE model with 
different values of H (5-25 mm) were performed. It allows 
to estimate the dependence of heat generation on the fixing 
height due to differences in contact pressure distribution.  

 

 
Fig.3. Changing fixing length H with free end of specimen  
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Fig.4. Temperature field on the contact line at the time 0.1 s 
for different values of H for Al (upper) and Ti (lower) alloys 
 
 Changing of H has non-linear character: at the beginning 
it leads to more intensive heat generation, larger 
temperatures and decreasing of temperature gradients in the 
center of the weld line for both alloys (Figure 4). But when 
H exceeds some critical value, we can observe decreasing of 
maximum temperature in a weld line and its distribution 
becomes more flat (see Fig.4 H=20 mm and 25 mm). 
 When H increases from 5 to 10 mm, two maxima in the 
temperature field develop. For an H of 15 mm the 
temperature distribution comes close to a parabolic one with 
a maximum at the center. With further increase of H 
temperature decreases while remaining parabolic in shape 
for the aluminum alloy. In the case of titanium alloy two 
additional maxima developed which are at 3 mm away from 
the edges. For H = 25 mm the maximum at the centre almost 
disappears and the other maxima become pronounced. 
 It should be noted that for a large H the temperature 
distribution is not perfectly symmetrical: with local maxima 
not located at the center, but closer to the edges of the 
samples. In all cases temperature gradients remained low. 
 The effect of H on the stress field is significant only 
along the vertical axis of the samples (Figure 5). 

  For titanium, the maximum value of stresses is reached 
in an area near weld line, and this value is much greater than 
a stress level in samples bulk.  In other words, the gradient 
of stresses in titanium samples exists only near weld line: 
stress level decreases for 400 MPa along a distance of 1-2 
mm from weld line into bulk of sample. Then, after this 
minimum, value of stresses start to increase and its’ behavior 
strongly depends on H: as H increases, as stress level 
increases too. 
 In the case of the aluminum alloy stresses reach a  
maximum value of about 250 MPa on the contact line, 
which is not much larger for large H (15-25 mm). For small 

 
 

 
 
Fig.5. Stress field on the vertical central line at the time 0.1 s 
for different value H for Al (upper) and Ti (lower) alloys. 
 
values up to 10 mm stress distribution is monotonic without 
a local minimum. But for values of H 10-25 mm there is a 
local minimum like in titanium, but at a smaller gradient. 
Thus, a low value of H (up to 10 mm) is preferable to avoid 
high stresses near the clamp. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Modelling  of the elastic phase of linear friction welding  of 
the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V and the aluminum alloy A2024 
was  performed using ANSYS Mechanical. There was a 
comparison of modeling results for both alloys. 

It was shown that  fixing location has a significant effect 
on heat generation and, as a consequence, temperature 
distribution. Changing the  fixing height by 2 mm gives  
large qualitative and quantitative differences in the 
temperature and stress field for both materials. 

For the titanium alloy fixation at 10 mm of free length  is 
preferable  to avoid gradients in the middle of the contact 
zone and to provide symmetry in the stress and temperature 
fields which will produce a  uniform output of flash. 

The aluminium alloy is more forgiving allowing a wider 
range of fixing height (6-15 mm in this model) for a  
uniform distributions of temperature along the contact line. 
Therefore,  further studies are  necessary  to determine the 
position of the clamp. Note that this is especially important 
for aluminum alloys because of the limited number of 
experimental data of sound LFW joints. 
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